I hereby go on record as one who opposed the use of tanker truck(s) to distribute waste from pond # 2 onto fields located anywhere in Newton County. Evidence shows that certain fields have been - and continue to be - overused for spreading of waste. I am a 5th generation Newton County resident, and I value the untold treasure we have in our water supply. Our government and state agencies who are charged with the protection of our water supply has not proven worthy of the task when they allowed C & H to go forward with this operation. This has gone on long enough. It is time these state and government agencies stop catering to one business entity (C & H Hog Farm) and make this right for the people of Newton County and for all those who enjoy our local waterways. I heartily oppose this proposal to use tanker truck(s) to distribute waste from pond # 2 onto fields located anywhere in Newton County. Sincerely,
Thelma Pruitt

On Friday, April 17, 2015 10:49 AM, Thelma Pruitt <letpruittdoit@yahoo.com> wrote:

I hereby go on record as one who opposes the use of tanker truck(s) to distribute waste from pond # 2 onto fields located anywhere in Newton County. Evidence shows that certain fields have been - and continue to be - overused for spreading of waste. I am a 5th generation Newton County resident, and I value the untold treasure we have in our water supply. Our government and state agencies who are charged with the protection of our water supply has not proven worthy of the task when they allowed C & H to go forward with this operation. This has gone on long enough. It is time these state and government agencies stop catering to one business entity (C & H Hog Farm) and make this right for the people of Newton County and for all those who enjoy our local waterways. I heartily oppose this proposal to use tanker truck(s) to distribute waste from pond # 2 onto fields located anywhere in Newton County. Thelma Pruitt